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Abstract
Coordination models like Linda were ﬁrst conceived in the context of closed sys-
tems – like high-performance parallel applications –, where all coordinated entities
were known once and for all at design time, and coordination media were conceptu-
ally part of a coordinated application. Correspondingly, traditional formalisations
of coordination models – where both coordinated entities and coordination media
are uniformly represented as terms of a process algebra – endorse the viewpoint of
coordination as a language for building concurrent systems.
Today, new application scenarios call for a new approach to the formalisation of
coordination models and systems. The complexity of today systems requires coordi-
nation media to be seen as ﬁrst-class design abstractions, aﬀecting the engineering
process down to the deployment of infrastructures providing coordination services,
for which eﬀectiveness and reliability may be critical properties demanding a formal
treatment.
As a unifying framework for a number of existing works on the semantics of coor-
dination media, in this paper we present a basic ontology and a formal framework
endorsing the viewpoint of coordination as a service. Typical process algebra tech-
niques are here exploited to represent the semantics of a coordinated system in
terms of the interactive behaviour of coordination media. By this framework, coor-
dination media are seen as primary abstractions amenable of formal investigation,
promoting their exploitation at any step of the engineering process.
1 Introduction
Coordination models like Linda were ﬁrst conceived in the context of closed
systems [15], like high-performance parallel applications. In this framework,
the entities subject to coordination are known once and for all at design time,
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and coordinating entities – called coordination media henceforth –, such as
e.g. tuple spaces in Linda or channels in Manifold, are built by a com-
piler for the speciﬁc application, which they are conceptually part of. In this
context, it is natural to consider coordination in terms of the language for
building the interactive part of applications, which is designed, in general, so
as to be independent from the computational language used to deﬁne each ap-
plication subpart [23]. Correspondingly, the most traditional approach to the
formalisation of coordination models is based on the same framework used for
specifying semantics of foundational calculi for interaction, such as CCS [27]
and π calculus [28] – namely, the framework of process algebras [4]. There,
diﬀerent entities and abstractions involved in the coordination process are
given a uniform representation as terms of the algebra, whose composition
deﬁnes the whole coordinated system. Evolution of a coordinated system is
described by means of a structural operational semantics (SOS) [37], where
each transition represents a system subpart evolution, typically the execution
of a coordination primitive. This approach to formalisation, adopted by well-
known works such as [10,11,19,6], is said here to endorse the viewpoint of
coordination as a language.
In spite of this traditional approach, today new application scenarios call
for a new approach to the semantics of coordination models and systems. First,
the complexity of today systems requires design abstractions to be handled
as ﬁrst-class entities, aﬀecting the engineering process down to deployment
in order to support essential features like incremental reﬁnement, run-time
administration, and dynamic adaptation. Also, the typical multi-application
setting (a multiplicity of applications sharing the same host environment)
calls for infrastructures addressing common application needs, and providing
applications with eﬀective and reliable services. As a result, engineering coor-
dination models for today computer systems calls for promoting coordination
medium design abstractions as ﬁrst-class entities, around which implementa-
tion and deployment of coordination infrastructures – such as e.g. JavaSpaces
[21], Lime [35], and TuCSoN [32] – should be based. There, governing and
ruling interactions is likely to play a very critical role, demanding a formal
investigation of the properties of coordination media. When coordination is
seen as a model for a medium providing services to the subparts of a system,
we refer to as the viewpoint of coordination as a service.
Whereas most formalisation approaches for coordination models adopt the
notion of coordination as a language, some works do exist that focusses se-
mantics description of coordination on the medium abstraction – [24,29,42] to
cite some. These works provide diﬀerent descriptions of a medium behaviour,
basically lacking a common ontology for comparing their results, and most
importantly, for comparing their approach with respect to the traditional for-
malisations.
So, in this paper we deﬁne an ontology endorsing the notion of coordina-
tion as a service, developing on the ideas described in [16,29,34], and providing
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a formal framework grounded on this ontology. In this ontology, the entities
and abstractions involved in the coordination process are clearly separated in
roles, namely the coordinated entities, the interaction space, and the coor-
dination media. Evolution of the whole system is expressed in terms of the
single coordination medium interactive behaviour, which is explicitly char-
acterised in terms of consumption and production of communication events
through the interaction space. According to this acceptation, the coordination
medium is intended as a ﬁrst-class entity of formal investigation, promoting its
exploitation at any step of the engineering process, from design – as a design
abstraction deﬁned by the coordination model – to deployment – as a run-time
abstraction provided to coordinated systems by a coordination infrastructure.
The remainder of this paper is organised as follows. Section 2 describes
the common approach to the formalisation of coordination, based on process
algebras. Section 3 describes related works and motivations, and introduces
ontology and formal framework of the viewpoint of coordination as a ser-
vice. Section 4 puts to test the framework by modelling a Linda coordination
medium and discussing comparison with traditional formalisation. Section 5
discusses details of how the framework can generally deal with coordination
spaces as collections of interacting coordination media. In Section 6 perspec-
tives of future works are provided along with concluding remarks.
2 The process algebraic approach
The most traditional foundation for coordination models is based on the idea
of representing coordination through a parallel language for modelling the
interactions of agents in a concurrent scenario [17]. Examples of researches
endorsing this viewpoint are the seminal work on operational semantics for
coordination languages in [17], the many papers by Busi et al. [10,11,12] (to
cite some), the algebraic study of Linda in [19], the study of expressiveness of
coordination in shared dataspaces in [8], the formalisation of Manifold [6],
and so on. In general, this approach focusses on the idea of a coordination lan-
guage added to an existing computational language in an orthogonal way [23],
by means of a set of coordination primitives. Semantics is given by represent-
ing the whole coordinated system – including both agents and coordinating
entities – as a process algebra. In this section we survey the main semantics
aspects of this well-known framework, so as to highlight its key features and
advantages, as well as some of its limits.
2.1 Formal framework
The traditional approach to the formalisation of a coordination model is based
on expressing a coordinated system in terms of a process algebra [4], provid-
ing a semantics based on Plotkin’s SOS (structural operational semantics)
approach [37]. The distributed state of a coordinated system is seen as a
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parallel composition of agents and items of the interaction space – also called
the shared dataspace [10,13,8] – both represented as processes in the alge-
bra. Execution of coordination primitives is modelled similarly to synchronous
communications as for instance in CCS [27].
As a simple example, consider the following formalisation of a portion of
a Linda system, following the style of [10]. The dataspace is represented as
a multiset of data items 〈a〉, where a ∈ A is a generic tuple. Agents are
seen as sequential processes performing usual coordination primitives in, rd,
and out without matching – that is, specifying a concrete tuple instead of a
tuple-template as in Linda.
P ::= 0 | in(a).P | rd(a).P | out(a).P S ::= 0 |P | 〈a〉 | (S ‖ S)
A coordinated system S is modelled as a parallel composition of data items
and agents P , which insert (out), read (rd), and drop (in) items from the
dataspace.
Semantics of this coordination model is given by providing a SOS semantics
to the process algebra, which is equivalent to provide an operational semantics
to the coordination language deﬁned by the three primitives. This is deﬁned
in terms of a transition system 〈S,−→〉 where −→⊆ S × S describes how the
coordinated system evolves when an agent performs the operation associated
to a coordination primitive. The above subset of Linda can e.g. be given
semantics by the follows three rules 3 :
S ‖ out(a).P −→ S ‖ 〈a〉 ‖ P
S ‖ rd(a).P ‖ 〈a〉 −→ S ‖ P ‖ 〈a〉
S ‖ in(a).P ‖ 〈a〉 −→ S ‖ P
In this framework, the semantics of a coordination model is represented by
the admissible transformations of a system composed by a shared dataspace
and some agents performing coordination primitives.
2.2 Coordination as a language
Foundational calculi for interactive programming languages, such as CCS [27]
and π-calculus [28], are traditionally formalised by a process algebra and its
SOS semantics [36]. This approach has generally proved to be quite expressive
to capture key aspects of languages for interaction, including synchrony, value
communication, non-determinism, channels, and so on.
As a result, describing the semantics of coordination models using this
mathematical framework implicitly assumes the viewpoint of coordination as
a parallel language for building concurrent applications, where the interac-
tions among the system subparts are suitably coordinated via the coordination
3 In particular, the out primitive here is given ordered semantics according e.g. to [11].
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primitives [17]. For this reason, we refer to as coordination as a language the
viewpoint endorsed by this semantics approach to coordination models. By
adopting the chemical soup metaphor for process algebras promoted in [5], a
coordinated system can be viewed as a soup where a number of processes ﬂoat
just like molecules. Processes include agents subject to coordination, and also
any other entity involved in the coordination process, such as coordinating
entities, items of a shared dataspace, pending requests, and so on. Pictorially,
evolution of the whole system takes place when compatible molecules get near
to each other, so that a local transformation occurs that changes their state.
This is a convenient description of SOS rules, as reﬂected e.g. in the rule
for the in primitive in Section 2.1: when the molecule in(a).P gets near to
molecule 〈a〉 – namely, when the agent performs operation in and tuple a oc-
curs in the space – interaction may take place, and the two molecules join into
new molecule P – representing tuple a being dropped and agent continuation
P carrying on. Uniformity is the basic ﬂavour of this framework: abstractions
of diﬀerent kinds are represented in the same fashion, supporting power and
simplicity in the description of even complex coordination features.
This general framework has been shown to eﬀectively support the speciﬁ-
cation of the evolution of coordinated systems, allowing the semantics of many
coordination models to be formally described in a quite compact and uniform
way. In particular, this framework provides a good abstraction level for study-
ing properties of interest and for reasoning about coordination models. Some
remarkable examples exist that highlights the need for describing coordination
features by the proper formal model, instead of simply relying e.g. to informal
speciﬁcations. In [9] three diﬀerent semantics are described for the out prim-
itive of Linda – namely, instantaneous, ordered, and unordered. As a matter
of fact, existing informal speciﬁcations do not mention this issue, and Linda
implementations do not all adopt the same semantics, highlighting the fact
that relevant aspects may be underspeciﬁed if not represented at the proper
abstraction level. Moreover, in [14] Busi et al. go beyond and show how in-
formal speciﬁcations can even lead to incorrect systems. There, integration
between transactions management, expiring data, and test-for-absence prim-
itive are studied in the context of shared dataspaces, proving current design
of JavaSpaces coordination model [21] to be incorrect, in that serialisability
of transactions is not guaranteed. The most important lesson learnt by that
experience is that complex systems – such as coordination infrastructures –
are not always amenable for an informal description, instead they often re-
quire formal speciﬁcations grounded on top of suitable frameworks – process
algebras being the most relevant one for coordination models.
2.3 The notion of expressiveness
An example of notion endorsed by this formal framework is that of expressive-
ness of coordination models, which is deﬁned in terms of coordinated systems
transformations. In particular, a coordination model is considered relatively
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more expressive than another if the evolutions of the corresponding coordi-
nated systems represents a more general set of Turing-like transformations.
This idea is based on the general notion of embedding [40]: expressiveness of
two programming languages is compared by deﬁning an encoding of programs
written in one language to programs written in the other, with well-formed
encodings satisfying preservation of properties according to some observation
criteria. In [18], this general approach is studied in the context of concur-
rent languages. There, three criteria are deﬁned that characterise suitable
encodings, called modular embeddings – namely, (i) elementwise deﬁnition of
observation decodings, (ii) compositionality with respect to operators such as
parallel and non-deterministic choice, and (iii) termination invariance.
The study in [8], for instance, compares expressiveness of languages in-
cluding subsets of four coordination primitives and three diﬀerent semantics
for them, modelling features of Linda-like languages, multiset-rewriting lan-
guages such as Gamma [3], languages based on communication transactions
such as Shared Prolog [7], and concurrent constraint programming languages.
The observation criterion chosen there associates to each set of coordinated
entities the multiset of tuples they produced until they reach the ﬁnal state,
and whether that ﬁnal state represents a success – the ﬁnal state is the termi-
nation process 0 – or a failure – represented by a deadlock state. Embeddings
provided in [8] are shown to be modular with respect to that observation cri-
terion: among the various comparative results, for instance, test-for-absence
primitive is shown to make languages with communication transactions se-
mantics more expressive than multiset-rewriting languages.
Other results come from the work by Busi et al. that study the expres-
siveness of Linda coordination primitives. For instance, in [11] a Turing
equivalence property for Linda is established. Considering agents perform-
ing the primitives out, in, rd, inp, rdp, or repeatedly the in primitive (by
the operator !in(a).P resembling e.g. CCS semantics), and supposing ordered
semantics for out, then an embedding of Linda coordinated systems into Tur-
ing programs exist so that any Turing transformation can be mapped upon a
Linda coordinated system evolution. The diﬀerent semantics for out primi-
tives have been shown in [11] to have diﬀerent expressiveness as well, in that
Turing-equivalence does not hold under the unordered interpretation for out.
Analogous framework has been used to analise expressiveness of other features
such as event-notiﬁcation, copy-collect primitive, and transient data – see
e.g. [13] for an example and other references.
2.4 Limits
The formal framework endorsing the notion of coordination as a language
provides a uniform viewpoint over seemingly diﬀerent entities living into a
coordinated system. Therefore, clear separation is not promoted between the
entities subject to coordination (coordinated entities) and the coordinating en-
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tities (coordination media). This lack of distinction does not create problems
in simple cases – e.g. in the Linda speciﬁcation as provided in Section 2.1,
where a coordinated system is composed by items 〈a〉 deﬁning the dataspace
and by agents P modelling the coordinated entities. On the other hand, when
dealing with non-trivial coordination mechanisms, this is likely to make it hard
to understand the roles played by the entities within the whole coordinated
system.
In general, this happens because the framework falls short in providing the
suitable abstraction level to capture the very notion of coordination medium
as a run-time abstraction. Consider the case of unordered semantics for out
primitive in Linda described e.g. in [11]. In this formalisation, execution of
out creates a sort of agent in charge of actually producing the datum – or
equivalently, it creates a pre-datum that eventually evaluates to the datum.
There, it is unclear whether this transient agent (or datum) has to be con-
sidered as part of the dataspace, or as a transient eﬀect of the interaction
process – hence modelling the fact that unordering is caused by the Linda
system behaviour, or by the infrastructure interconnecting system subparts,
orderly. The same argument can be issued for the model of transactions in
[14], or the notiﬁcation mechanism in [12]. There, both active transactions
and event listeners are represented as entities living in the system in parallel to
data and agents, without clearly representing how the coordination medium
is meant to manage them. Only the ﬁnal eﬀect of the system evolution is
preserved, according to the goal of the underlying formal framework.
Similar arguments can be issued not only for the separation between en-
tities and coordination medium, but for the interaction acts between them
as well. In fact, the semantics of a coordination model is described in terms
of changes to the coordinated system as a whole, while communication acts
typically occurring in the system between the medium and the entities are
accounted for but not explicitly represented. For example, the semantics of
operation in as described in Section 2.1 provides for the atomic consumption
of a data item, whereas in real systems handling in primitive generally re-
quires two distinct phases: sending a removal request and later receiving a
reply containing the removed tuple. Only the reply part of this interaction
protocol is actually represented while the request is left implicit, since in the
formalisation in primitive is executed only when the required data item actu-
ally occurs in the space – just as a pending request were already sent and were
waiting for the tuple insertion. However, as pointed out in Section 2.2, rather
than an inadequacy of the framework, this should be considered as a result of
an explicit choice of the desired abstraction level, which allows the evolution
of a coordinated system to be represented in a compact and uniform way.
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3 Coordination as a service
In contrast to the view of coordination as a language, naturally born in the
context of closed parallel systems, in this section we introduce background,
ontology, and formal framework for the viewpoint of coordination as a service.
In this framework, the coordination medium abstraction is promoted to a ﬁrst-
class entity in coordinated systems, amenable of an explicit characterisation in
terms of an interactive abstraction, with the goal of supporting the design of
coordination models down to the deployment of coordination infrastructures.
3.1 Motivation and related works
The idea of coordination as a service introduced in this paper is meant to pro-
vide a unifying and basic framework for a number of existing works developed
around the notion of coordination medium, ﬁrstly introduced in [16]. There,
Ciancarini argues that a coordination model can be “constructively” deﬁned
by describing (i) coordination entities, which are the types of the agents sub-
ject to coordination, (ii) coordination media, components and abstractions
making communication among agents possible, and (iii) coordination laws,
describing how agents coordinate themselves through the media using some
coordination primitives. In particular, the notion of coordination medium
is promoted as a ﬁrst-class entity in systems adopting coordination models,
providing a clear separation from agents and identifying the conceptual locus
where coordination takes place. Interestingly enough, in [16] a clear distinction
is also made between two approaches for providing coordination to a software
designer, namely, through either a coordination language (orthogonally added
to an existing computational language) or a coordination architecture (such
as channels or blackboards). In the latter case, which is the one demanded
by today applications and promoted within our framework, the notion of co-
ordination medium comes in as a model for those abstractions that build up
the run-time architecture supporting coordination – namely, the coordination
infrastructure.
A similar point of view is generally endorsed by the so-called control-driven
coordination models [34], such as Manifold [1] and Pω [2]. According to
[33], their architecture generally includes components (units of computation)
and connectors (specifying interactions and communication patterns), with
components coordinating each other through connectors by posting and re-
ceiving events.
By adopting the general setting of these works, a semantics framework
for coordination models is developed in [29]. Communication between coor-
dinated entities and coordination media takes place through an interaction
space, where communication events occurs as an eﬀect of some entity gener-
ating an output (speaking phase) and are consumed when some entity opens
to the interaction space (listening phase). Coordination media are supposed
to be reactive abstractions – where internal activities are ﬁred only due to
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a listening –, which are suitable for an operational description in terms of a
transition system, where (observable) actions are events consumption and pro-
duction. This characterisation is meant to help driving the implementation
process and easing veriﬁcation of correctness – e.g. by these technique the
soundness of the observable behaviour can be checked a priori on the design,
instead of a posteriori on the implementation [29]. This general framework
has been exploited in [30] for the formal deﬁnition of ReSpecT tuple centres,
and in [20] for proving the Turing-completeness of the coordination laws they
can embed. The idea of coordination media as interactive abstractions is also
exploited in [42], were a parametric transition system is deﬁned based on an
observation ontology, which can be speciﬁed so as to model many aspects of
existing coordination models, including Linda, JavaSpaces, and tuple centres
[31].
The usefulness of operational characterisations of coordination media is
also studied in Gelernter and Zuck’s [24], where the behaviour of a Linda
implementation is described in terms of the admissible histories of incoming
and outgoing messages. In this paper, too, the idea of a coordination model
described in terms of a medium run-time behaviour is promoted – which,
according to the authors, should emphasise what exactly Linda means – sup-
porting validation of implementations and evaluating new applications for
Linda coordination model.
To this extent, it worth mentioning also the work on Linda implementa-
tions in [39]. There, Rowstron argues that starting from an abstract seman-
tics for Linda primitives – e.g., formalisation sketched in previous section –
many diﬀerent implementations can be provided, that vary in the requests
and replies dynamics, resulting in diﬀerent eﬃciency. These implementations
are amenable of a characterisation in terms of the relationship between the in-
teractive behaviour and internal tuple space status. For instance, an eﬃcient
implementation of Linda may feature a delayed removal of tuples due to in
operations, even though a positive reply is earlier sent to the sending entity
– that is, relying on a optimistic approach (see a more detailed discussion in
Section 4.3). As discussed in this paper, too, studying these issues generally
helps understanding the meaning of a Linda tuple space run-time, which can
be generally captured by the idea of a medium interactive behaviour.
In general, the traditional formalisation of coordination models endorses
the viewpoint of coordination as a language, naturally promoted by the very
nature of closed system on which they were originally conceived. On the other
hand, the need to deal with design abstractions representing the entities that
actually provides coordination at run-time calls for a new viewpoint of coor-
dination. The aforementioned works are examples of researches towards this
direction, trying to clearly characterise the run-time abstractions providing
coordination to the subparts of a system.
So, in this paper we introduce a common ontology and a formal frame-
work for notions such as coordinated entity, reactive coordination medium,
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interaction space, medium interactive behaviour, events production and con-
sumption. In particular, this ontology is meant to improve the understanding
of coordination medium behaviour, to promote the development of engineering
methodologies for coordination infrastructures grounded on formal speciﬁca-
tions, and to foster comparison with the many existing works adopting the
notion of coordination as a language.
3.2 Ontology
Starting from the work of Ciancarini in [16], and elaborating on the semantics
framework developed in Omicini’s [29] for tuple-based coordination models,
we introduce the following ontology for coordination models.
A system adopting a given coordination model is called a coordinated sys-
tem. This is composed by three separated spaces – the coordinated space,
the interaction space, and the coordination space –, including entities and ab-
stractions playing diﬀerent roles in the coordination process, each with a clear
characterisation as run-time design abstraction.
The coordinated space is the part of the system including those entities
to which coordination services are provided, namely the coordinated entities.
According to the standard terminology [23], coordinated entities are those ac-
tivities whose interactions are governed and ruled by the coordination model.
The behaviour of each coordinated entity can be understood in terms of issu-
ing coordination requests and opening itself to the reception of coordination
replies, whereas no further hypothesis is made on any other computational
activity carried on or any other kind of interactive behaviour. So, from the
coordinated entity viewpoint, coordination takes place as an interactive ser-
vice made of requests and replies exchanged with the environment. In general,
a coordinated entity is not requested to be aware of the others living in the
coordinated space, and direct interaction between them is not represented,
which can only indirectly occur through a mediation of the environment. Fi-
nally, the coordinated space is generally made by a set of coordinated entities,
each with its distinctive identity, which is used by the coordinating activities
to keep track of who issued requests and who has to receive replies. We call
situated (coordinated) entity a coordinated entity to which a distinctive iden-
tity is assigned by the coordinated system, which then enables it to exploit
the coordination services. Notice that the set of coordinated entities is not
ﬁxed once and for all, but can vary so as to take into account openness, with
coordinated entities entering and leaving the coordinated space. In this case,
an entity gets situated when entering the system.
The environment of coordinated entities, which handles their requests and
replies, is called the interaction space. Its main goal is to materialise the
actions performed by the entities and abstractions of the coordinated systems
into (communication) events, that can be later consumed by other entities or
abstractions. In the basic ontology, events can be of the two kinds: request
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events and reply events. ¿From the coordinated entity viewpoint, requests
are intercepted by the interaction space that produce request events. As a
result of the coordination process, request events are consumed and reply
events are correspondingly produced within the interaction space. Each reply
event is explicitly directed to a given coordinated entity – e.g. to the one that
previously issued a given request –, which can then open itself to the reception
of the reply.
Consumption of request events and production of reply events is performed
within the coordination space. This is made of a number of coordination media,
which are the abstractions carrying on coordination activities. Since coordi-
nation media can be conceptually associated to a subset of the coordinated
entities, reﬂecting diﬀerent topologies at run-time, a ﬁltering mechanism is
assumed to exist that let an event be consumed by a coordination media ac-
cording to some matching condition – on either the issuing coordinated entity,
or the actual request content, or both, and so on. After consumption, the co-
ordination medium reactively produces one or more events that materialise in
the interaction space. They can be either reply events, meant to be consumed
by coordinated entities, or request events again, which are then directed to
other coordination media, so as to take into account communication between
coordination media.
So, in our ontology we assume a reactive nature of coordination media,
similarly e.g. to the framework in [29], modelling the production of events
only as response to the consumption of other events. Indeed, a large num-
ber of aspects of existing coordination models can be understood as reactive
behaviour of coordination media, that is, as activities carried on due to the
consumption of some event. On the other hand, a coordination medium can
feature a proactive behaviour – as described in [42] –, where an inner activ-
ity is supposed to exist within the medium that ﬁres internal events, causing
sorts of “spontaneous changes” in the state and resulting in “spontaneous pro-
duction” of reply events. Examples of proactive behaviour are time-passing
in JavaSpaces (supporting the lease management and timeouts), or activities
deliberating decisions as in agent-based coordination approaches, such as e.g.
through mediator agents [41]. In the basic ontology that we present here,
medium proactiveness is intentionally neglected for simplicity, and could be
taken into account in an extended ontology by directly exploiting the medium
characterisation provided in [42]. A diﬀerent yet related concept is that of a
medium ability of spawning processes, such as e.g. eval primitive in Linda,
which is not considered in this paper as well, deserving a separate study.
So, this ontology provides a clear model for the run-time abstractions living
in a coordinated system, with the coordination space modelling the coordina-
tion infrastructure, the interaction space modelling the enabling communica-
tion infrastructure, and the coordinated space modelling those agents within
the system that may enjoy the coordination services provided by the infras-
tructure. As a relevant feature, this ontology also separates interaction aspects
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from coordination aspects, the former conceptually localised in the interaction
space, the latter handled within the coordination space. So, in this framework
the coordination medium is promoted as the fundamental design abstraction
providing coordination.
3.3 Basic Formal Framework
The following syntactic conventions are adopted. Given a set X we generally
let meta-variable x range over X, x̂ range over the set X̂ of ﬁnite sequences
over X, and x over the set X of multisets over X 4 . Union of multisets x
and x′ is denoted by x ‖ x′, concatenation of sequences x̂ and x̂′ by x̂; x̂′,
void multiset and empty sequence by •. We sometime use the convenient
notation of multisets also when dealing with sets. Enumeration of multisets
is denoted by symbol {}M , so that e.g. diﬀerence between multiset is deﬁned
as x \ x′ := {x ∈ x : x /∈ x′}M . Variable x is also used as shorthand for the
singleton multiset {x}M and the singleton sequence containing only element
x. A transition system is modelled as a triple 〈P,−→, A〉 where P is the set of
processes (the states of the component of interest), A is the set of (observable)
actions, and relation transition −→ is a subset of P × A× P .
In our framework, the set of (states of) coordinated systems S is a triple
〈Ms , Is ,Cs〉, a generic coordinated system s = ms⊕is⊕cs speciﬁes the current
state of the coordination (media) space ms , of the interaction space is, and of
the coordinated space cs .
The coordinated space is made of coordinated entities. Each coordinated
entity is seen as an abstraction interacting with its environment – formed by
the interaction space – by sending (coordination) requests req ∈ Req and re-
ceiving (coordination) replies rep ∈ Rep, which we model in term of processes
of transition system 〈C ,−→C,ActC〉. C is the set of states for the coordi-
nated entities, while ActC ::=↑req | ↓rep is their set of actions, representing
requests and replies, respectively, ranging over sets Req and Rep. Within a
coordinated system, coordinated entities are contextualised by associating to
each of them a unique identiﬁer id ∈ Id . So, we deﬁne the coordinated space
as a set of situated entities Se = Id × C , whose elements are denoted by the
syntax 〈id , c〉.
When a situated entity 〈id , c〉 performs a request ↑ req , a request event
id ↑ req is produced in the interaction space, which ranges over the set E ↑.
Conversely, when a reply event id ↓ rep in E ↓ occurs in the interaction space,
situated entity id may consume it by performing the reply action ↓ rep. So,
the interaction space can be generally modelled by transition system 〈Is,−→I
,Act I〉, where actions can be either production or consumption of events e ∈
E = E ↑ ∪ E ↓ – namely elements produce(e) or consume(e) 5 .
4 Analogously, a set Any is ranged over variable any, and so on.
5 We shall see that only consumption of one event at a time is allowed for the interaction
space, but this constraint is not applied in the deﬁnition of actions for uniformity with
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Finally, the coordination space is modelled by a set of reactive coordina-
tion media, each represented by a process of the transition system 〈M ,−→M
,ActM〉, where M is the set of states of the coordination medium, and ActM
has actions of the kind e  e called reactive actions, atomically representing
consumption of one event e and reactive production of multiset of events e.
In the case where the reactive action involves coordination with an entity,
this is of the kind e↑  e↓, whereas other actions involves communication be-
tween coordination media. Diﬀerently from coordinated entities, coordination
media are contextualised in the coordinated system by associating to each of
them a matching predicate π ∈ Π ⊆ E, representing the subset of events
that the medium is allowed to consume. In the following we denote by πm
the matching predicated associated to medium m, supposing it can somehow
be extracted from the current medium state m. Indeed, matching predicate
provides a more ﬂexible mechanism for controlling interactions than the idea
of unique identiﬁer of coordinated entities, which is useful to properly shape
the coordination space.
According to the above deﬁnitions, the state of a coordinated system is of
the kind m ⊕ is ⊕ 〈id , c〉, containing the set of (contextualised) coordination
mediam, the interaction space state (generally containing the pending events),
and the set of situated entities 〈id , c〉. The dynamics of a coordinated system
is naturally described by transition system 〈S,−→S〉 deﬁned by rules:
c
↑req−−→C c ′ is produce(id↑req)−−−−−−−−→I is ′
m ⊕ is ⊕ se ‖ 〈id , c〉 −→S m ⊕ is ′ ⊕ se ‖ 〈id , c ′〉
[REQ]
c
↓rep−−→C c ′ is consume(id↓rep)−−−−−−−−−→I is ′
m ⊕ is ⊕ se ‖ 〈id , c〉 −→S m ⊕ is ′ ⊕ se ‖ 〈id , c ′〉
[REP ]
is
consume(e)−−−−−−→I is ′ e ∈ πm m ee−−→M m ′ is ′ produce(e)−−−−−−→I is ′′
m ‖ m ⊕ is ⊕ se −→S m ‖ m ′ ⊕ is ′′ ⊕ se
[COORD]
Rule [REQ] models a coordinated entity performing a request, so that the
corresponding request event is posted on the interaction space, while rule
[REP] models a coordinated entity accepting a reply by consuming a reply
event. Rule [COORD] represents the coordination action, where an event is
consumed by a medium – if it matches the predicate – and new events are
produced.
respect to event production.
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4 Linda as a service
In this section we apply the formal framework to provide a formalisation of
the Linda coordination model. According to our ontology, we focus on clearly
separating the coordination medium abstraction from the other parts of the
coordinated system. We start by describing the interactive behaviour of a
Linda tuple space seen as reactive coordination medium, which indeed pro-
vides for a complete formalisation of Linda coordination model.
For the sake of completeness, we provide also the description of a co-
ordinated system adopting this kind of medium. The coordinated space is
supposed to include coordinated entities modelling single-threaded activities
– for which a more reﬁned interactive behaviour can be given with respect to
the transition system in the basic framework. The interaction space is built
so as to guaranteeing ordering of requests to be preserved. Finally, the coor-
dination space is straightforwardly deﬁned by supposing that only one tuple
space coordinates the system, and that coordinated entities access it in an
anonymous way. We conclude this section by relating the formalisation to
Linda implementation issues as addressed in [39], and comparing it to the
formalisation presented by Busi et al. in [11] and sketched in Section 2.
4.1 The Linda coordination medium
We model a Linda medium with the ﬁve primitives in, inp, rd, rdp, and out,
sticking to their version without matching – that is, the former four operations
may only specify a tuple, and not a tuple template – as traditionally done for
conciseness. The set of tuples is denoted by T , ranged over by meta-variable
t. Since only one medium exists in the system, this consumes requests events
and produce reply events of the kind
req ::= in(t) | inp(t) | rd(t) | rdp(t) | out(t) rep ::= pos | neg
where replies can either be positive – for blocking primitives in and rd, and
for succeeding inp and rdp – or negative – for unsatisﬁed inp and rdp.
At a given time, the state of a Linda tuple space is simply given by the
multiset of occurring tuples and the multiset of pending request events, namely
M = 〈E ↑, T 〉. After this description of the medium states, along with shape
of request and reply events, a semantics for a Linda medium can be simply
given by rules for transition −→M in the system 〈M ,−→M,ActM〉, as shown
in Figure 1.
Rule [D] handles dropping of tuples, which occurs when a in or inp arrive
and the tuple they specify occurs in the space. Analogously, rule [R] handles
tuples reading for satisﬁed rd and rdp. Rule [B] handles blocking, which
occurs when in or rd arrives but the requested tuple does not occur. Finally,
rule [N] handles the case of unsatisﬁed queries inp and rdp. Notice that these
four rules elegantly deal with the symmetry of the four Linda queries with
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req ∈ {in(t), inp(t)}
〈e↑, t ‖ t〉 id↑reqid↓pos−−−−−−−−→M 〈e↑, t〉
[D]
req ∈ {rd(t), rdp(t)}
〈e↑, t ‖ t〉 id↑reqid↓pos−−−−−−−−→M 〈e↑, t ‖ t〉
[R]
t /∈ t req ∈ {rdp(t), inp(t)}
〈e↑, t〉 id↑reqid↓neg−−−−−−−−→M 〈e↑, t〉
[N ]
t /∈ t req ∈ {in(t), rd(t)}
〈e↑, t〉 id↑req•−−−−→M 〈id ↑ req ‖ e↑, t〉
[B]
id ′ ↑ in(t) /∈ e↑ e↑′ = {id ′ ↑ rd(t) ∈ e↑}M
e↓ = {id ′ ↓ pos : id ′ ↑ rd(t) ∈ e↑′}M
〈e↑, t〉 id↑out(t)e↓−−−−−−−→M 〈e↑ \ e↑′, t ‖ t〉
[PUT ]
e↑
′
= {id ′ ↑ rd(t) ∈ e↑}M e↓ = {id ′ ↓ pos : id ′ ↑ rd(t) ∈ e↑′}M
〈id ′ ↑ in(t) ‖ e↑, t〉 id↑out(t)id
′↓pos‖e↓−−−−−−−−−−−−→M 〈e↑ \ e↑′, t〉
[PUTD]
Fig. 1. Formal semantics of a Linda coordination medium
respect to read/consumption and blocking/absence – any rule applies for a
diﬀerent combination of the four operations.
Insertion of tuples is handled by rules [PUT] and [PUTD]. The former
models the case when an out arrives and no in is currently waiting, so that
all the rd are served. The latter deals with the case when one in and all rd
are served, following the typical one-in/many-read semantics [42].
4.2 A Linda coordinated system
Exploiting the characterisation of a Linda medium provided in previous sec-
tion, here we give a complete speciﬁcation of a coordinated system.
Coordinated space
First of all, we suppose coordinated entities are ﬁnite single-threaded activities
able to perform any of the ﬁve Linda operations considered. Because of the
synchronous nature of primitives in, inp, rd, and rdp, coordinated entities
block after sending the corresponding requests, until a reply is provided. As a
result, not all interaction histories formed by actions ActC – i.e., by requests
req or replies rep – are allowed for coordinated entities. For instance, the
sequence ↑ in(t); ↑ rd(t) is forbidden, for rd can be sent only after reception
of in’s reply, as in ↑ in(t); ↓ pos; ↑ rd(t). Consequently, not all “implementa-
tions” of transition system 〈C ,−→C,ActC〉 are generally compatible with the
idea of single-threaded activity.
The set of admissible interactive behaviours for coordinated entities can
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be deﬁned similarly to agent formalisation in [10] as follows. We represent the
state of a coordinated entity by the syntax:
C ::= 0 | req .C | rep.C |C + C
where symbol + denotes non-deterministic choice. Notice that by this model
only ﬁnite behaviours are allowed for coordinated entities, which here is as-
sumed just for simplicity without loosing generality. The interactive behaviour
of a coordinated entity according to transition system 〈C ,−→C,ActC〉 is sim-
ply deﬁned by rules:
req .C
↑req−−→C C rep.C ↓rep−−→C C
C
rep−→C C ′
C +D
rep−→C C ′
D
rep−→C D′
C +D
rep−→C D′
supposing non-determinism can be decided only by replies. Then, interactive
behaviour of coordinated entities is constrained by assuming their initial state
be of the kind:
C0 ::= 0 | out(t).C0 | in(t).pos.C0 | rd(t).pos.C0 |
inp(t).(pos.C0+neg.C0) | rdp(t).(pos.C0+neg.C0)
so as to precisely deﬁne the admissible sequences of requests and replies. No-
tice that in the case of coordinated entities modelling multi-threaded activities
this constraint has to be released, in that the entity can e.g. send many re-
quests (one for each thread) and wait for all replies.
Interaction space
As next aspect of the speciﬁcation of a coordinated system we consider the
interaction space, which provides the support for coordinated entities and co-
ordination medium exchanging the events they produce. Its actual behaviour
can be described by providing the transition relation −→I in transition system
〈Is ,−→I ,Act I〉 as described in Section 3.3. In the most natural and simple
description, interaction space simply keeps request and reply events produced
by coordinated entities and coordination media, removing them after they are
consumed. By this description the resulting system would lead to a unordered
semantics for requests and replies: the order of communicative acts in the
sender is not generally preserved in the receiver. In the context of single-
threaded coordinated entities, unordering only aﬀects asynchronous requests,
because a synchronous request can only be sent after the previous one has
been replied, and for the same reason, only one reply at a time is waited for.
In fact, this is the reason why in Linda ordering only aﬀects the semantics of
the out primitive, as discussed in [11].
Here we provide an ordered semantics for all the requests occurring in the
interaction space, which leads to a simple speciﬁcation. For example, a queue
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structure can be introduced for each coordinated entity where request events
are inserted as they are produced: only requests on top of a queue can be
consumed, so that order of requests is always preserved. In particular, in
this case the state of the interaction space has to be seen as a couple 〈e↓, q〉,
containing a multiset of reply events and a multiset of requests queues of the
kind Q = 〈Id , R̂eq〉. Transition −→I is then simply deﬁned by rules:
〈e↓, q ‖ 〈id , r̂eq〉〉 produce(id↑req)−−−−−−−−→I 〈e↓, q ‖ 〈id , req ; r̂eq〉〉
〈e↓, q ‖ 〈id , r̂eq ; req〉〉 consume(id↑req)−−−−−−−−−→I 〈e↓, q ‖ 〈id , r̂eq〉〉
〈e↓, q〉 produce(e↓
′
)−−−−−−−→I 〈e↓ ‖ e↓′, q〉
〈e↓ ‖ e↓′, q〉 consume(e↓
′
)−−−−−−−→I 〈e↓, q〉
It is straightforward to tune this model so as to provide the management of
queues only for asynchronous requests, or to extend it to provided ordering
to replies as well. Furthermore, notice that the same ordering semantics for
requests could also be obtained by providing a single centralised queue for
requests. To us, our equivalent formalisation better captures the idea of a
phisically distributed interaction space.
Given the speciﬁcations provided in previous sections – including transition
systems 〈C ,−→C,ActC〉 and 〈Is ,−→I ,Act I〉, along with the initial states for
coordinated entities C0 and the trivial matching predicate πm = E
↑ – the basic
transition system is reﬁned to the actual behaviour of the intended Linda
system.
4.3 Comparison
In this section we compare the formalisation of a Linda system here intro-
duced with the process algebraic speciﬁcation as discussed in Section 2.1 –
which we here refer to as the algebraic speciﬁcation of Linda. For the sake of
simplicity, we stick to primitives in, rd, and out.
To some extent, the semantics for a Linda tuple space introduced above
seems the most natural one given the ontological framework presented in this
paper. In fact, it is equivalent to other transition system semantics for Linda
tuple spaces, such as e.g. the ones in [42], in [44], and those outlined in [30,31].
However it is not the only nor the most general speciﬁcation for Linda that
could be provided; in particular, following the discussion in [39], it could be
referred to as the semantics of a pessimistic implementation. For instance,
when requesting a in operation, a result is replied only when the tuple is
actually dropped from the space. As argued in [39], instead, a more opti-
mistic approach could be taken where the reply is anticipated, and the tuple
is dropped more conveniently later, still preserving the correct semantics for
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operation in. In fact, from the sender agent viewpoint, suﬃces it that future
observations reveal the tuple space in the right state: the eﬀect of subsequent
operations should be the same as if the tuple were actually removed – e.g.,
a subsequent rd should not ﬁnd the same tuple. It is clear that optimistic
approaches would lead to a more eﬃcient management of a tuple space – gen-
erally reducing the blocking time for entities – and are then an interesting
case study for our framework. A complete formalisation of an optimistic ap-
proach is not reported here for brevity. Intuitively, for instance, tuples can be
scheduled for dropping after a in, and be actually removed only when another
request comes from the same coordinated entity.
Indeed, the formalisation of Linda in Section 2.1 can be thought of as
deﬁning the general semantics of Linda primitives, specifying which overall
behaviour is correct and which not. In exchange of this generality, no infor-
mation on the actual interactive behaviour of the tuple space can be provided,
as this is not clearly represented in the model. As a future work, it would be
interesting to prove a conformance result for our formalisation (or the opti-
mistic one) with respect to the algebraic semantics: informally, conformance
would state correctness of the infrastructure design. Let 〈SL,−→SL〉 be the
transition system for the Linda speciﬁcation provided in Section 2.1, and
〈SS,−→SS〉 be the transition system obtained by our framework – e.g. for the
model described in previous subsection. Conformance may be tested by pro-
viding an encoding of the former into the latter. To this end, it worth noting
that the latter has more ﬁne grained transitions, so that techniques related to
the notion of action reﬁnement [26] are likely to be needed. For instance, tran-
sition in −→SL corresponding to a in operation would generally correspond
to a sequence of four transitions in −→SS , orderly for (i) sending a request
by rule [REQ], (ii) for consuming that request remaining pending [COORD],
(iii) for serving the request providing the reply event, and ﬁnally (iv) for con-
suming the reply and allowing continuation to carry on. In general, proving
conformance in this case is not only a matter of horizontal reﬁnement as when
proving a preorder relation for processes [25], but also of vertical reﬁnement,
involving a proper mapping of transitions – namely, an action reﬁnement [26].
The question that naturally arises is whether our semantics approach is
able to exactly represent the generality of the algebraic semantics – that is,
whether for some transition system 〈SS,−→SS〉 vertical reﬁnement would be
enough to provide the desired encoding. The answer is likely to be positive,
due to the following semantics for a Linda medium:
〈e↑ ‖ e↑, t〉 e↓0−−→L 〈e↑0, t0〉 e
↓
1−−→L 〈e↑1, t1〉 e
↓
2−−→L . . . e
↓
n−−→L 〈e↑n, tn〉
〈e↑, t〉 e
↑e↓0‖e↓1‖...e↓n−−−−−−−−−−→M 〈e↑n, tn〉
In this model, requests are not always handled as soon as received, but are
generally inserted in the set of pending requests. Each time a new request
arrives, an arbitrary set of (satisﬁed) pending requests can be served in a
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non-deterministic way, which are handled by transition −→L⊆ 〈E ↑, T 〉×E ↓×
〈E ↑, T 〉 deﬁned as follows:
〈id ↑ out(t) ‖ e↑, t〉 •−→L 〈e↑, t ‖ t〉
〈id ↑ in(t) ‖ e↑, t ‖ t〉 id↓pos−−−→L 〈e↑, t〉
〈id ↑ rd(t) ‖ e↑, t ‖ t〉 id↓pos−−−→L 〈e↑, t ‖ t〉
This transition describes how some satisﬁed pending request should aﬀect the
tuple space content, and which replies has correspondingly to be sent. Notice
that the rules for −→L exactly corresponds to the algebraic semantics for
Linda as shown in Section 2.1. The only diﬀerence is that when a primitive
is served, instead of directly allowing the continuation to carry on, a reply is
sent to the requesting entity (represented by the label in transition −→L) –
that only after a [REP] allows the continuation to carry on. The key idea here
is to consider the algebraic speciﬁcation of Linda as speciﬁcation of the inner
medium behaviour instead of the whole coordinated system behaviour.
This result generally shows that the formal framework for coordination as
a service ﬂexibly supports horizontal reﬁnement [26], being able to capture
abstract semantics of coordination models down to implementation details of
coordination infrastructures.
5 Beyond Linda
Despite some aspects of the coordination process are amenable for a char-
acterisation within the coordinate space – such as e.g. blocking – or in the
interaction space – such as unordering introduced by the communication in-
frastructure – the coordination space is the conceptual locus for the manage-
ment of interactions. While the example of Linda system provided in previous
section simply assumed the existence of one medium anonymously accessed
by coordinated entities, in this section we describe with further details the
structure of the coordination space. This includes the case of multiple coor-
dination media interacting with entities according to a given topology, as well
as the case of a direct communication between media.
5.1 Single vs. multiple coordination media
It might be the case that the coordination space is populated by only one
coordination medium, responsible for coordinating the activities of all coordi-
nated entities living in the system. This is the case, for instance, of a closed
system exploiting a single Linda tuple space, as shown in Section 4.2. Our
framework simply deals with this case by associating to the only coordina-
tion medium a matching predicate always satisﬁed (or satisﬁed by all request
events), and by making the medium consume requests events and produce
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reply events only. In this case, whichever requests an entity issues they are
intercepted and evaluated by the medium, which is then in charge of providing
the proper replies.
On the other hand, it is more interesting to analise the opposite case, where
many coordination media live in the system. In the context of data-driven co-
ordination models, where coordination takes place through a shared dataspace,
many models have been introduced where the dataspace is not conceptually
centralised, but is spread over a distributed system, reﬂecting various kinds of
topology. Examples of these models are JavaSpaces [21], TSpaces [45], the ex-
tension of Linda towards multiple tuple spaces described in [22], the transient
shared tuple spaces of Lime [35], the TuCSoN architecture for tuple centres
[32], and so on. In the context of control-driven coordination models such as
Manifold [1] or Pω [2], coordination activities take place through many
coordination media as well, in that each is suitable for representing a diﬀerent
channel dynamically interconnecting two or more coordinated entities.
Some general patterns can be identiﬁed in the association between me-
dia and entities, that can be handled in our framework by properly designing
matching predicates. The coordinated entity may have access to a (concep-
tually) local medium only, such as in Lime when a mobile agent performs
operations on its private view of the shared space – called the interface tuple
space (ITS). To handle this case, media representing the ITS for an agent idA
are assigned states of the kind 〈idA,m ′〉, and the matching predicate is sat-
isﬁed only for the requests coming from the corresponding agent, namely, so
that π〈id ,m′〉 = {↑ idreq : ∀req ∈ Req}. The case where a cluster of agents is as-
signed to a coordination medium can be managed similarly, which corresponds
e.g. to a federated tuple space in Lime.
More frequent is the case where the coordinated entity explicitly spec-
iﬁes an identiﬁer of the medium it wants to issue requests to, such as in
JavaSpaces, TSpaces, TuCSoN, as well in Lime when accessing a private tu-
ple space. There, a unique identiﬁer in Idm is statically associated to each
media – similarly to the management of ITS – so that their elements are of
the kind 〈idm,m ′〉. Requests are considered of the kind 〈idm, r〉, specifying
the medium identiﬁer and the actual request r. The matching predicate of a
given medium just checks whether a request is meant to be directed to it, that
is, π〈idm,m′〉 = {id ↑ 〈idm, r〉}.
Dynamic association of a coordination medium to coordinated entities – as
occurs e.g. in Manifold where channels dynamically bind ports of diﬀerent
processes – can be generally obtained by matching predicates evolving as the
coordination medium evolves, that is, by function π accessing an evolving part
of the medium state.
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5.2 On medium inter-communication
In our basic framework coordination media are allowed to communicate one to
each other, for instance by producing request events later consumed by another
medium. This feature is exploited by existing coordination models so as to
ﬂexibly provide coordination services, by means of the co-operation of diﬀerent
media. As an example, in Lime information is exchanged by tuple spaces in
order to provide shared access to the information transparently from mobility.
Another example is the extension of ReSpecT tuple centres [31] presented in
[38], where a primitive for inter-media communication called out tc is studied
that allow one tuple centre to insert a tuple into another, supporting the
management of multiple coordination ﬂows in architectures such as TuCSoN.
In this case, in particular, when a coordinated entity id is responsible for
a medium executing the out tc primitive, this is considered by the receiver
medium as a true out primitive performed by id . So, for tuple centres it is
appropriate to consider actions of the kind e↑ e, that is, receiving one request
event and producing a multiset of events, either replies to coordinated entities
or requests to other media. In this case, the matching predicate mechanism
can be exploited to support the proper bridging between events posted and
received by media, similarly to the case where requests are sent by coordinated
entities.
6 Future Works and Conclusions
In this work we provided a unifying framework for reasoning about a num-
ber of existing formal approaches to the semantics of coordination models,
focussing on the idea of coordination as a service provided by interactive co-
ordination media. This framework is meant to improve the understanding of
coordination medium behaviour, to promote the development of engineering
methodologies for coordination infrastructures grounded on formal speciﬁca-
tions, and to foster comparison with the many existing works adopting the
notion of coordination as a language.
In the future we plan to exploit this framework along many diﬀerent re-
search lines. First of all, even though the framework seems quite general, it
worth studying full encodings of other coordination models than Linda, rang-
ing from control-oriented ones such as Pω, and to models based on multiple
tuple spaces such as Lime – which we showed to provide a wide spectrum of
interaction patterns involving coordinated entities and media. Indeed, com-
parison with the standard formalisations endorsing the notion of coordination
as a language – brieﬂy outlined in Section 4.3 – needs to be faced in detail,
proving some conformance result, providing suitable embeddings, and study-
ing the impact on the notion of expressiveness along the direction outlined
in [43]. Then, we are also interested in deepening the impact of this frame-
work to the engineering of coordination infrastructures, especially as far as
satisfaction of eﬀectiveness and reliability properties is concerned.
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